Up for a challenge? Try these 20 MIND-BENDING puzzles!

Shape-shift Your Way to Success with:

10 Shape Challenges: Easy & Hard
10 Word Clue Puzzles: Easy & Hard
These first five puzzles should be as easy as pie!

Re-create these 5 "easy" shapes with your RiddleCube™.

Breathe easy...these challenges should be a piece of cake!

Translate these 5 "easy" word clues into RiddleCube™ shapes.

Open Book  Pen  Cooking Pot
Laptop  Diamond
Can you take the heat? These challenges are heating up!

Translate these 5 difficult word clues into RiddleCube™ shapes.

Taco       Handcuffs       Lollipop
Eyeglasses   Egyptian Pyramid

These are our toughest challenges yet...how do you stack up?

Re-create these 5 difficult shapes with your RiddleCube™.
Looking for MORE Riddle-culous Fun?

Race your friends in a series of fast-paced, twistable, stretchable, shape-shifting challenges!

Available Spring 2015.

EI-2904
For 1-4 Players

Includes 4 RiddleCubes, 100 double-sided challenge cards, and 60-second timer